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SUMMARY

The electrical conductivity is an important geophysical parameter connected to the thermal, chemical, and mineralogical state of the Earth’s mantle.
A traditional technique to study the distribution of electrical conductivity in deep regions of the Earth is the electromagnetic induction (EMI) method.
The tidal signals generated by the interaction of ocean flows with the main geomagnetic field provide an excitation force suitable for probing the
oceanic upper-mantle conductivity. Indeed, 1-D conductivity models based on inversion of satellite-observed tidal signals have been recently
obtained (Grayver et al., 2017). Here we take the next step by developing an inversion scheme capable of reconstruction the 3-D conductivity
structure. We start by testing it against an a-priori conductivity model derived by joint interpretation of seismic tomography, gravity field, and surface
heat flow.

FORWARD PROBLEM
EM INDUCTION EQUATION WITH INTERNAL FORCING

∇×
[

1
σ(r)
∇× B(r)

]
+ iωµ0B(r) = µ0∇× E(imp)(r)

E(imp)(r) = u(r)× BM(r)
∇ · B(r) = 0

B(ext)(a, ϑ, ϕ) = 0

I 3-D electrical conductivity σ(r)
I constant magnetic permeability µ0
I imposed electric field E(imp) given by interaction

of ocean flows u with the background main
magnetic field BM

I zero external-field boundary condition at the
surface r = a (insulating atmosphere, no
sources in magnetosphere or ionosphere)

GALERKIN METHOD
I integral formulation (Martinec, 1998; Velı́mský and Martinec, 2005; Velı́mský et al.,

2018)
I divergence-free constraint enforced by means of Lagrange multipliers
I complex vector spherical harmonic functions in angular coordinates
I piecewise-linear 1-D finite elements in radial coordinate
I coefficients of magnetic field arranged into vector x
I source integrals arranged into right-hand-side vector b

A · x = b
MATRIX PROPERTIES
I matrix A has block-tridiagonal structure due to radial finite-element discretization
I each block is a dense matrix
I fast calculation of matrix-vector products A· using FFT-based transformation between

spatial and spherical-harmonic domains without storage of full matrix A·
I A = A1D, special case for 1-D conductivity σ(r): blocks are banded matrices with two

sub- and super-diagonals (due to decoupling in spherical harmonics); fast
factorization

INVERSE PROBLEM
DETERMINISTIC INVERSION
I grid parameterization by 3-D piecewise-constant functions ζi(r)

log10 σ(r) =
M∑

i=1

miζi(r) +
M0∑

i=M+1

m0
i ζi(r)

I M model parameters arranged to vector m
I M0 −M model parameters assigned a-priori values m0

(below continents)
I minimize penalty function

m̃(λ) = arg min
m∈RM

χ2(m) + λR2(m)

DATA MISFIT
I defined at Swarm satellite altitude h as L2 norm of differences

between predicted magnetic field B(m; r) and satellite observations
B(obs)(r)

χ2(m) =
1
S

∫
Sh

∣∣∣B(m; r)− B(obs)(r)
∣∣∣2 dS

REGULARIZATION
I various smoothing choices measured by the volume L2 norm
I full or horizontal gradient or Laplacian of log-conductivity
I optimal regularization parameter λ balances data misfit and

regularization (L-curve analysis)

ALGORITHMS AND PARALLELIZATION
FORWARD SOLVER
I BiCGStab(2) iterative method (Sleijpen and Fokkema, 1993)
I preconditioner: A1D matrix
I matrix-free approach, full matrix A is never stored
I fast matrix-vector product based on properties of spherical harmonics (FFT)
I OpenMP shared-memory parallelization across spherical-harmonic degree, order,

and layer

INVERSE SOLVER
I limited-memory quasi-Newton minimization

algorithm
I fast calculation of data misfit gradient in the

model space using the adjoint approach
(Maksimov and Velı́mský, 2017)

I MPI parallelization over λ and ω (to be
implemented)

CALCULATION SETTINGS
FORWARD PROBLEM
I spherical-harmonic truncation degree 60
I 40 1-D core and lower-mantle layers
I 20 3-D upper-mantle layers
I 100 3-D ocean layers
I WOA ocean conductivity (Tyler et al., 2017), 1◦ × 1◦ resolution
I TPXO9-atlas M2 tidal flow model (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002)
I IGRF12 main field model

INVERSE PROBLEM
I 6◦ × 6◦ upper

mantle
conductivity
discretization in
20 layers

I M ≈ 18000 model
parameters

RUNTIMES
I relative error ε = 10−6

I ≈ 500 forward problem BiCGStab(2) iterations
I one forward/adjoint problem ≈ 2 min on single

node
I ≈ 70 inverse problem LMQN iterations per λ
I one regularized inverse problem for single λ
≈ 4 hrs

SYNTHETIC TEST
I synthetic data generated for a given upper mantle 3-D conductivity model WINTERC-e (Fullea et al., in review, columns 2, 4)
I oceanic upper mantle 3-D conductivity successfully recovered (columns 1, 3)

CONCLUSIONS
I We have developed and tested an inversion of tidal magnetic signatures observed by low-orbit satellites in terms of 3-D upper mantle conductivity
I The approach is technically feasible and works well with synthetic noise-free data

MAIN CHALLENGES
I limited spatial resolution
I strong inversion non-uniqueness

NEXT STEPS
I sensitivity studies of actual satellite data-based tidal signatures
I inversion of real data
I extension to other observable tides (N2, O1)
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